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In this paper, a multiscale and monolithic arbitrary Lagrangian–Eulerian finite element 
method (ALE-FEM) is developed for a multiscale hemodynamic fluid-structure interaction 
(FSI) problem involving an aortic aneurysm growth to quantitatively predict the long-
term aneurysm risk in the cardiovascular environment, where the blood fluid profile, 
the hyperelastic arterial wall, and the aneurysm pathophysiology are integrated into one 
hemodynamic FSI model, together with no-slip interface conditions between the blood 
fluid and the arterial wall. Additionally, two different time scales are involved: a fast 
time scale for the blood fluid-arterial wall interaction process in terms of seconds, and 
a slow time scale for the biological (abdominal aortic aneurysms (AAA) progression) 
process in terms of years. Two types of multiscale methods, the heterogeneous multiscale 
method (HMM) and the seamless multiscale method (SMM), are employed to tackle 
different time scales while the arbitrary Lagrangian–Eulerian (ALE) method is adopted to 
generate the moving blood fluid meshes that adapt to the deformation of the hyperelastic 
arterial wall all the time, based on which the variable time-stepping/mixed finite element 
method (FEM) is defined in the ALE frame to discretize the developed hemodynamic 
FSI model involving aneurysms. A two-dimensional schematic blood fluid-artery-aneurysm 
interaction example and a three-dimensional realistic cardiovascular FSI problem with an 
aortic aneurysm growth based upon the patients’ CT scan data are simulated to validate 
the accuracy and the efficiency of our developed HMM(SMM)/ALE-FEM, and a medically 
reasonable long-term prediction is obtained for the aneurysm growth as well.

© 2021 Elsevier Inc. All rights reserved.

1. Introduction

Abdominal aortic aneurysms (AAA) affect more than 10 million people and become one of the leading causes of death 
in the US [1], also cause over 175,000 deaths worldwide [2]. In clinical practice, it is important not only to treat AAA 
itself but also to tailor treatment to each AAA patient’s disease-specific variation. This approach of treatment, known as 
personalized/precision medicine [3–5], is based on current understandings of the fundamental mechanisms underlying AAA 
and involves a combination of genomic, network-dynamic, and environmental factors. In order to study the multifactorial 
pathophysiology of AAA in the cardiovascular environment, proper integrative approaches have been introduced to capture 
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the interplay of its biological mechanisms and homeostatic networks. Computational modeling techniques, such as com-
putational fluid dynamics, and more sophisticatedly, fluid-structure interactions (FSI), is one such approach that has been 
successfully implemented in the study of cardiovascular diseases (CVDs) and has provided many insightful suggestions for 
clinical practices [6–21]. However, most extant modeling techniques in AAA research focus on the short-term effects of 
blood fluid acting on aneurysms, without considering AAA long-term progression. This lack is due not just to the fact that 
AAA progression is unclear in the long term, but also to the computational challenges arising from the multiscale and multi-
physics features of the blood fluid-artery interaction modeling that comprises AAA growth, where two different time scales 
are involved: a fast time scale for the blood fluid profile in terms of seconds, and a slow time scale for AAA growth in 
terms of years, in addition, the moving interface between the blood fluid and the artery is produced to account for the de-
formable arterial wall that interacts with the blood fluid impact all the time. Therefore, two long-standing, grand challenges 
are facing AAA mathematical modeling research communities: 1) modeling challenges of incorporating the pathophysiol-
ogy of AAA into mathematical models of such hemodynamic FSI problem, and 2) computational challenges of developing 
accurate, efficient, and robust numerical methods to simulate such a strongly nonlinear and multiscale FSI problem. The 
lack of solutions to these grand challenges limits capabilities of mathematical modeling and numerical simulations in AAA 
precision medicine, including the use of pathogenesis data such as genomics, transcriptomics, and imaging. Hence there 
is a critical need to develop an innovative, robust, and efficient mathematical/numerical modeling approach for capturing 
long-term AAA progression as well as personalizing treatment for AAA patients.

In this paper, we propose a comprehensive FSI model to describe the dynamic multiphysics system of incompressible 
blood fluid, the incompressible and hyperelastic arterial wall, and AAA pathophysiology, among which no-slip interactions 
occurring through the moving interface and different time scales are involved. In principle, to model the blood fluid, we 
consider the Navier–Stokes equations under the assumptions of incompressibility and Newtonian rheology, which is de-
fined in Eulerian description. The dynamic structure equation of the incompressible and hyperelastic arterial wall, which 
is conventionally described in Lagrangian description, can be generally defined by the constitutive relation of various hy-
perelastic materials, and, the blood fluid and the arterial wall exist in separate domains that are coupled along a shared 
moving interface and interact with each other. In addition, in such a set of governing equations of FSI problem, the time and 
space dependence of the primary unknowns and of the moving interfaces play a significant role in the dynamic interaction 
between the fluid and the structure, where we assume the no-slip interface conditions hold across the interface.

Regarding the numerical methodology to be studied in this paper, we develop multiscale and monolithic arbitrary 
Lagrangian–Eulerian (ALE) finite element methods (FEM) to tackle the proposed multiscale FSI model with AAA progression. 
In the first place, we prefer the monolithic approach [22], in view of its unconditional stability and the immunity of any 
systematic error in the implementation of interface conditions for any kind of FSI problem. Moreover, a high-performance 
preconditioning linear algebraic solver can also be developed and parallelized for the monolithic system without doing an 
alternating iteration by subdomains [23]. In contrast, the partitioned approach [24], which decouples the FSI system and 
iteratively solves the fluid and the structure equations via an iteration-by-subdomain approach, is conditionally stable and 
conditionally convergent under a particular range of the physical parameters of FSI model. For instance, if both fluid and 
structural densities are of the same order, then the so-called added-mass effect [25] will be specifically induced by the par-
titioned approach, resulting in an unstable and/or nonconvergent iteration. Unfortunately, the hemodynamic FSI problems 
are within the particular range of the added-mass effect, making the partitioned approach very difficult to converge. Hence, 
the monolithic approach is the primarily reliable method to be studied in this paper.

On the top of the monolithic approach, we adopt the ALE finite element method to discretize the presented FSI problem. 
As a type of body-fitted mesh method, ALE techniques [22,26–31] have become the most accurate and also the most popular 
approach for solving FSI problems and other general moving boundary/interface problems within the frame of mixed finite 
element approximation [32–38], where the mesh on the interface is accommodated to be shared by both the fluid and the 
structure, and thus to automatically satisfy the interface conditions across the interface. On the other hand, considering that 
the microscopic process of the presented hemodynamic FSI is in equilibrium with the unchanged local macroscopic process 
of AAA progression, we employ the heterogeneous multiscale method (HMM) [39] to handle the multiscale challenge by 
combining our fully discrete ALE-FEM with a specific variable time-stepping approach. In addition, another type of multiscale 
method, the seamless multiscale method (SMM) [40], is also studied and applied to the developed fully discrete ALE-FEM 
based on the fact that the FSI process can quickly relax to a (quasi) steady state on the microscopic time scale, in contrast 
to the much slower macroscopic time scale of the biological process. Thus in this paper, for the first time, we develop two 
types of multiscale, monolithic ALE finite element methods to simulate the proposed multiscale hemodynamic FSI model 
involving the aneurysm growth.

In addition, the hemodynamic FSI model to be proposed in this paper, which describes the incompressible arterial wall 
involving aneurysms as one kind of hyperelastic structure influenced by a biological process, can serve as a powerful tool 
to provide a basic description for the complex biological system presented in AAA, and, the developed numerical method-
ology can be applied to the clinical patients’ CT scan data to finally produce a long-term prediction of AAA growth, as 
shown in Section 5, where a series of numerical simulations in both 2D and 3D cases are carried out to validate the pre-
sented model and the developed numerical methods. Besides that, the rest structures of the paper are given below. We 
introduce mathematical models of the proposed hemodynamic FSI problem involving aneurysms in Section 2, then define 
its weak form in the ALE frame in Section 3, following the introduction of ALE mapping. Mixed finite element spaces and 
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the HMM(SMM)/ALE-FEM for the presented FSI problem are defined in Section 4, followed by numerical experiments in 
Section 5 and a conclusion in Section 6.

2. Model description

We consider the FSI problem between the arterial wall, which mainly consists of the smooth muscle cells (SMCs), and 
the blood fluid flow. The blood fluid pressure impacts on the inner surface of the arterial wall to make it deform, while 
a part of the arterial wall may dramatically change its shape to get the aneurysm formed, gradually, due to the loss of 
elasticity therein. More specifically, we use �t

f = � f (t) ⊂ Rd (d = 2, 3) and �s(t) ⊂ Rd to denote the current domain of 
the blood fluid and the arterial wall, respectively. Boundaries of these two domains are then denoted by � f (t) and �s(t), 
respectively. We also denote the interface between the blood fluid and the arterial wall by �t

I = �I (t) = � f (t) ∩ �s(t). Note 
that the SMCs grow inside the arterial wall so that �s(t) is also the domain holding the SMCs there. In order to distinguish 
domains, boundaries and physical variables/parameters in the reference (Lagrangian) description from those in the current 
(Eulerian) description, we introduce the notation “̂”, such as �̂ f = � f (0), �̂s = �s(0), �̂ f = � f (0), �̂s = �s(0) and �̂I =
�I (0). Corresponding to any point x̂ ∈ �̂ = �̂ f ∪ �̂s , the current position at time t is denoted by x(x̂, t) ∈ � = � f ∪ �s . 
Then, the structure displacement and velocity are defined in the reference domain, as: û(x̂, t) = x − x̂ and v̂(x̂, t) = ∂t û(x̂, t), 
respectively, where and in what follows we denote ∂φ

∂t by ∂tφ. Since the relation x(x̂, t) = x̂ + û(x̂, t), the velocity in the 
current domain with Eulerian coordinates is defined as: v(x(x̂, t), t) = ∂t x = ∂t û(x̂, t) = v̂(x̂, t). For the simplicity of notation, 
we use ∇ and ∇̂ to respectively denote ∇x and ∇x̂ , which are the gradients with respect to x and x̂, respectively.

2.1. Blood fluid motion

The blood fluid flow is described by the following incompressible Navier-Stokes equations in terms of the velocity v f

and the pressure p f :

ρ f (∂t v f + v f · ∇v f ) − ∇ · σ f = f f in �t
f × (0, T ], (1)

∇ · v f = 0 in �t
f × (0, T ], (2)

where ρ f is the density of the blood, f f is the body force, and σ f is the stress rate tensor defined as

σ f = −p f I + 2ν f ρ f D(v f ), (3)

here ν f denotes the kinematic viscosity in contrast to the dynamic viscosity μ f = ν f ρ f , and D(v f ) = 1
2 (∇v f + (∇v f )

T) is 
the strain rate tensor.

2.2. Hyperelastic structure motion of the arterial wall

Biological tissues are usually modeled as incompressible. In fact, they undergo very small volume changes under large 
hydrostatic pressure. Experiments show that during traction, the interstitial water (water is a large component of soft tis-
sues) is squeezed out by collagenous membranes, but then it is reabsorbed when the load is removed. So it stays local and is 
not removed. In addition, the water is not carrying any traction load, so it is not really part of the mechanical tissue volume. 
For these reasons, soft biological tissues can be modeled as incompressible. Therefore, the hypothesis of incompressible hy-
perelastic material is very important in applications [41]. In particular, the arterial wall can be classified mechanically as a 
solid-fluid mixture [42]: the solid part consists of elastin, collagen, and SMCs [43] while the stress-induced movement of 
the fluid in and out of the arterial wall can be neglected [42]. Hence, the arterial wall is considered as a homogenized solid, 
which is sufficiently accurate for most experimental and theoretical studies of the stress distribution in the arterial wall. Un-
der these conditions, arteries behave as incompressible solids at physiological loads [44,45]. In our hemodynamic FSI model, 
the arterial wall is modeled by a hyperelastic equation in terms of the displacement ûs . Specifically, it is incompressible, 
homogeneous, and isotropic with an energy density function W defined as [46–48]

W = β1(I B − 3) + β2(I B − 3)2,

where β1 and β2 denote the elastic parameters, I B = tr(B) is the first invariant of the left Cauchy-Green tensor B = F F T, 
and F = ∇x̂x = I + ∇x̂ûs denotes the deformation gradient tensor, J = det(F ). In order to satisfy the incompressibility 
condition, the constraint J = 1 with the Lagrangian multiplier p̂s , which can be identified as the hydrostatic pressure, is 
added to the energy density function [41, Eq. (5.85)], leading to

W̃ = W − p̂s( J − 1) = β1(I B − 3) + β2(I B − 3)2 − p̂s( J − 1).

Then the first Piola stress, P , is described as
3
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P = ∂W̃

∂ F
= −p̂s J F −T + 2

∂W

∂ I B
F = −p̂s J F −T + 2(β1 + 2β2(I B − 3))F , (4)

where we use the identity ∂ J
∂ F = J F −T [41, Eq. (5.87)]. The corresponding Cauchy stress tensor, σ̂ s , is thus defined as

σ̂ s = J−1 P F T = −p̂s I + 2

J

∂W

∂ I B
B.

Finally, the incompressible hyperelastic structure equation of the arterial wall in Lagrangian description becomes

ρ̂s∂tt ûs − ∇̂ · P (ûs, p̂s) = f̂ s, in �̂s × (0, T ], (5)

J (ûs) = 1, in �̂s × (0, T ]. (6)

2.3. The biological equation of smooth muscle cells (SMCs)

In this paper, we consider a minimum biological effect that is involved in AAA growth, the smooth muscle cell (SMC) 
density only, in the biological sub-model. Since the SMC density is decreased dramatically in AAA progression [49], we 
define the equation of the SMC density, S , as follows [46]:

∂t S + ∇ · (v s S) − D S	S = −dS S, in �t
s × (0, T ], (7)

where D S denotes the constant diffusion coefficient to model the migration of SMCs in the aneurysm [50], v s is the velocity 
of the arterial wall defined as v s = ∂t us , dS is the death rate of SMCs that depends on other biological/chemical concentra-
tions. In this paper, we restrict the biological interaction effect to a minimum by simply assigning a constant value to dS in 
�t

s that comprises the aneurysm and its neighbor arterial wall, locally, in addition, we do not intend to develop a detailed 
and complicated biological interaction model but actually focus on the development of novel numerical methods for solving 
the presented multiscale FSI problem. Therefore, we just take (7) as a simplified model of the SMC density evolution that 
holds a slow time scale, together with the attendant FSI problem that holds a fast time scale, we build up our multiscale 
hemodynamic FSI model to be studied numerically in the rest of this paper.

Since the apoptosis of SMC is a well-known phenomenon in the pathophysiology of AAA that contributes to the loss of 
elasticity of the arterial wall [51,52], and, both elastic parameters β1 and β2 in (4) play a key role in the formation of the 
arterial wall’s elasticity property, we model β1 and β2 as a function of the SMC density, S [46]. Although many other cells 
may account for the elasticity of the arterial wall, such as elastin, extracellular matrix, fibroblast, etc. [53], considering that 
the reduction of these two elastic parameters directly results in the elasticity loss of the arterial wall which leads to the 
same effect of the apoptosis of SMC, we thus assume both β1 and β2 are proportional to S only, for the simplicity [46], that 
is

βi = βi,0
S

S0
, i = 1,2, (8)

where βi,0 are given elastic parameters, and S0 is the SMC density in health.
Considering that the structure equations of the arterial wall (4)-(6) are defined in Lagrangian description, we can also 

rewrite the SMCs equation (7) in Lagrangian description as follows

J∂t Ŝ + Ŝ∇̂ · ( J F −1 v̂ s) − D S ∇̂ · ( J F −1 F −T∇̂ Ŝ) = −dS J Ŝ, in �̂s × (0, T ], (9)

where we apply the following identities [54]: ∇ S = F −T∇̂ Ŝ and ∇ · ψ = J−1∇̂ · ( J F −1ψ̂). Here v̂ s = ∂t ûs and J = det(I +
∇̂ ûs) through which and the relation (8), the SMCs equation (9) couples with the hyperelastic structure equation (5) and 
(6) in Lagrangian description.

Remark 2.1. We cannot eliminate the structural mass equation (6), namely J = 1, by directly substituting it into the struc-
tural momentum equation (5) because (5) alone cannot guarantee J = 1, (6) must be enforced as a constraint of (5) that is 
to be held concurrently through the Lagrange multiplier p̂s . On the other hand, (6) means to set up an extra equation with 
respect to ûs , that is, det(I +∇̂ ûs) = 1, which can only be true when ûs and the Lagrange multiplier p̂s satisfy both (5) and 
(6). Numerically, the discretization of J , Jh = det(I + ∇̂ ûs,h) cannot be guaranteed to equal 1 due to the naturally existing 
approximation error between 

(
ûs, p̂s

)
and 

(
ûs,h, p̂s,h

)
. Thus we keep J in the SMCs equation (9) as well, and Jh in its finite 

element discretization (26) as shown in Section 4.

2.4. Interface conditions

We impose the no-slip interface conditions for the presented hemodynamic FSI system, i.e., both velocity and normal 
stress are continuous across the interface of the blood fluid and the arterial wall, which can be defined in Eulerian descrip-
tion as follows
4
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v s = v f , on �t
I × [0, T ], (10)

σ sns + σ f n f = 0, on �t
I × [0, T ], (11)

where ns, n f are the outward normal vectors across the interface pointing to the blood fluid side and the arterial wall side, 
respectively, and ns = −n f .

Finally, the entire hemodynamic FSI model is defined by coupling the incompressible Navier-Stokes equations (1)-(3), 
the hyperelastic incompressible structure equations (4)-(6), and the biological SMCs equation (9) through the interface 
conditions (10), (11) and the relation (8), and, by combining with appropriately prescribed initial and boundary conditions 
of the primary unknowns, v f , ûs and Ŝ , such as⎧⎪⎨

⎪⎩
v f (x,0) = 0 in �t

f , ûs(x̂,0) = 0 and Ŝ(x̂,0) = Ŝ0 in �̂s,

v f = v f ,D on � f ,D , ûs = ûs,D and Ŝ = Ŝ D on �̂s,D ,

σ f n f = g f ,N on � f ,N , P sn̂s = ĝs,N and D S J F −1 F −T∇̂ Ŝ · n̂s = ĝS,N on �̂s,N ,

(12)

where v f ,D , ûs,D and Ŝ D are Dirichlet boundary value functions on the Dirichlet boundary part � f ,D ⊂ �t
f \�t

I and �̂s,D ⊂
�̂s\�̂I , respectively, and, g f ,N , ĝs,N and ĝS,N are Neumann boundary value functions on the Neumann boundary part � f ,N =
�t

f \�t
I\� f ,D and �̂s,N = �̂s\�̂I\�̂s,D , respectively, if applicable.

One shall point out that two different time scales are involved in this FSI problem with the aneurysm growth: a fast 
time scale for the blood fluid-arterial wall interaction, i.e., for (1)-(6) in terms of seconds, while a slow time scale for AAA 
growth that is significantly related with the SMC density’s decay, i.e., for (9) in terms of years. In addition, the moving 
interface between the blood fluid and the arterial wall, �t

I , keeps moving with time in the same fast time scale to account 
for the deformable arterial wall that interacts with the blood fluid impact all the time.

3. The ALE weak form of FSI involving aneurysms

3.1. Arbitrary Lagrangian–Eulerian mapping

Since the blood fluid equations are defined in the Eulerian domain �t
f whereas the hyperelastic structure equations 

of the arterial wall are defined in the Lagrangian domain �̂s , the arbitrary Lagrangian–Eulerian (ALE) mapping is thus 
introduced to redescribe the fluid domain by adapting to the deformable boundary that is attached to the Lagrangian 
structure domain, simultaneously, preserving the fixed boundary that is attached to the Eulerian fluid domain. In principle, 
we define the ALE mapping of the blood fluid domain, A : �̂ f �→ �t

f , ∀t ∈ (0, T ] as follows: find xm ∈ �t
f such that

xm = A(x̂, t) = x̂ + Ext
(

ûs(x̂, t)|
�̂I

)
, ∀x̂ ∈ �̂ f , (13)

where Ext(·) is an appropriate extension of the structure displacement on the interface �̂I . Clearly, the ALE mapping A is 
a type of time-dependent and bijective affine mapping, and, we always assume A ∈ W 2,∞(�̂ f )

d and A−1 ∈ W 1,∞(�t
f )

d

[32,55,56]. A classical choice of the extension Ext(·) is to consider a harmonic extension operator, i.e., let ûm(x̂, t) =
xm − x̂ = Ext(ûs(x̂, t)|

�̂I
) that is treated as the displacement of the fluid mesh, satisfying the following Poisson equation⎧⎨

⎩
	ûm = 0 in �̂ f ,

ûm = 0 on �̂ f \ �̂I ,

ûm = ûs on �̂I .

(14)

Thus the moving fluid mesh is obtained by xm = x̂ + ûm , ∀x̂ ∈ �̂ f . Let vm denote the velocity of the moving fluid mesh, 
defined as

vm(xm, t) = ∂t A ◦ A−1(xm) = ∂t(x̂ + ûm) = ∂t ûm(x̂, t). (15)

Then we have the material derivative defined on the moving fluid mesh as follows

Dt v f = ∂ A
t v f + (v f − vm) · ∇v f , (16)

where the ALE time derivative ∂ A
t v f = ∂t v f + vm ·∇v f . Hence, the momentum equation of the fluid (1) can be reformulated 

as

ρ f (∂
A
t v f + (v f − vm) · ∇v f ) − ∇ · σ f = f f in �t

f × (0, T ]. (17)

The key reason why the ALE mapping approach works well for FSI problems is because the following Lemma 3.1 holds 
the so-called H1-invariance all the time for any v f = v f (x(x̂, t), t) and its ALE time derivative ∂ A

t v f , which is the foundation 
for analyzing the stability and convergence properties of ALE-FEM.
5
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Lemma 3.1. [55,56] For any t ∈ (0, T ], v f (x, t) ∈ H1(�t
f )

d and ∂ A
t v f (x, t) ∈ H1(�t

f )
d if and only if v̂(x̂, t) = v(x, t) ◦ A(x̂, t) ∈

H1(�̂ f )
d.

Lemma 3.1 provides a sufficient and necessary condition for the introduction of the following functional spaces that are 
adopted for defining the ALE weak form of the presented FSI problem:

V f := {ψ f ∈ H1(�t
f )

d : ψ f = ψ̂ f ◦ A−1, ψ̂ f ∈ H1(�̂ f )
d},

V f
0 := {ψ f ∈ V f : ψ f = 0 on � f ,D},

V f
D := {ψ f ∈ V f : ψ f = v f ,D on � f ,D},

V̂
s := {ψ̂ s ∈ H1(�̂s)

d : ∂tψ̂ s = ψ f ◦ A on �̂I ,ψ f ∈ V f ∩ L2(�I )},
V̂

s
0 := {ψ̂ s ∈ V̂

s : ψ̂ s = 0 on �̂s,D},
V̂

s
D := {ψ̂ s ∈ V̂

s : ψ̂ s = ûs,D on �̂s,D},
Q f := {q f ∈ L2(�t

f ) : q f = q̂ f ◦ A−1, q̂ f ∈ L2(�̂ f )},
Q̂ s := L2(�̂s),

V̂
m := H1(�̂ f )

d,

V̂
m
0 := {ξ̂ ∈ V̂

m : ξ̂ = 0 on �̂ f },
V̂

m
D := {ξ̂ ∈ V̂

m : ξ̂ = 0 on �̂ f \�̂I ; ξ̂ = ψ̂ s on �̂I , ψ̂ s ∈ V̂
s ∩ L2(�̂I )},

Ŵ S := H1(�̂s),

Ŵ S
0 := {ŵ ∈ Ŵ S : ŵ = 0 on �̂s,D},

Ŵ S
D := {ŵ ∈ Ŵ S : ŵ = Ŝ D on �̂s,D},

(18)

where the interface condition (10) is applied to the definition of the space V̂
s
. Thus, the primary unknowns of our FSI 

model (1)-(3), (4)-(6), (9) and the harmonic ALE mapping equation (14), (v f , p f , ûs, p̂s, ̂S, ûm), belong to V f
D × Q f × V̂

s
D ×

Q̂ s × Ŵ S
D × V̂

m
D .

3.2. The weak form in the ALE frame

Apply the Piola transformation of surface integrals [54], yields∫
�t

I

σ snsdx =
∫
�̂I

J σ̂ s F −Tn̂sdx̂ =
∫
�̂I

Pn̂sdx̂,

further utilize the interface condition (11), reads∫
�t

I

σ f n f dx +
∫
�̂I

Pn̂sdx̂ = 0. (19)

Thus in view of (17), we can define the ALE weak form of the presented FSI model (1)-(3), (4)-(6), (9) and (14) as follows: 
find (v f , p f , ûs, p̂s, ̂S, ûm) ∈ V f

D × Q f × V̂
s
D × Q̂ s × Ŵ S

D × V̂
m
D such that

(ρ̂s∂tt ûs, ψ̂ s)�̂s
+ (P (ûs, p̂s),∇ψ̂ s)�̂s

+ ( J (ûs) − 1, q̂s)�̂s
+ (ρ f ∂

A
t v f ,ψ f )�t

f

+ ((v f − ∂t ûm ◦ A−1) · ∇v f ,ψ f )�t
f
+ (σ f (v f , p f ),∇ψ f )�t

f
+ (∇ · v f ,q f )�t

f
= ( f̂ s, ψ̂ s)�̂s

+ ( f f ,ψ f )�t
f
,

(20)

( J∂t Ŝ, ŵ)
�̂s

+ (∇̂ · ( J F −1 v̂ s) Ŝ, ŵ)
�̂s

+ (D S J F −1 F −T∇̂ Ŝ, ∇̂ ŵ)
�̂s

= −(dS J Ŝ, ŵ)
�̂s

, (21)

(∇ ûm,∇ ξ̂ ) ˆ = 0, (22)

� f

6
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∀
(
ψ f ,q f , ψ̂ s, q̂s, ŵ, ξ̂

)
∈ V f

0 × Q f × V̂
s
0 × Q̂ s × Ŵ S

0 × V̂
m
0 .

4. The finite element approximation in the ALE frame

4.1. The discrete ALE mapping and mixed finite element spaces

To define finite element approximations to (20)-(22), we first triangulate initial domains �̂ f and �̂s with the mesh size 
0 < h < 1, and obtain two quasi-uniform triangulations: T̂ f ,h in �̂ f and T̂s,h in �̂s , which are conforming through the 
initial interface �̂I . Then, for any t ∈ (0, T ], we numerically solve the ALE mapping (14) by means of the piecewise-linear 
Lagrangian finite element in the finite element space, V̂

m
h := {

ξ̂ ∈ V̂
m : ξ̂ ∣∣

K ∈ P1(K )d, ∀K ∈ T̂ f ,h
}

where Pk denotes the k-th 
degree piecewise polynomial space, to attain the discrete ALE mapping, Ah , which represents the moving fluid mesh, that 
is, for any x̂ ∈ �̂ f , there exists xm ∈ �t

f such that

xm = Ah(x̂, t) = x̂ + ûm,h, (23)

where ûm,h ∈ V̂
m
D,h := {

ξ̂ ∈ V̂
m
h : ξ̂ = 0 on �̂ f \�̂I ; ̂ξ = ψ̂ s on �̂I , ψ̂ s ∈ V̂

s
h ∩ L2(�̂I )

}
, and V̂

s
h := {

ψ̂ s ∈ V̂
s : ψ̂ s

∣∣
K ∈

P1(K )d, ∀K ∈ T̂s,h
}

. Thus, Ah is smooth and invertible, and, the discrete ALE time derivative is accordingly defined as: 
∂

Ah
t ψ f = ∂tψ f + vm,h · ∇ψ f = ∂tψ f +

(
∂t ûm,h ◦ A−1

h

)
· ∇ψ f .

Let T t
f ,h be the image of T̂ f ,h under the discrete ALE mapping Ah , then T t

f ,h = Ah

(
T̂ f ,h

)
= T̂ f ,h + ûm,h , based on 

which we are able to introduce finite element spaces for fluid variables, as: V f
h := {

ψ f ∈ V f : ψ f

∣∣
K ∈ P1(K )d, ∀K ∈ T t

f ,h

}
, 

Q f
h := {

q f ∈ Q f : q f
∣∣

K ∈ P1(K ), ∀K ∈ T t
f ,h

}
. We further introduce the following finite element spaces that are associated 

with other functional spaces defined in (18):

V f
0,h := {ψ f ∈ V f

h : ψ f = 0 on � f ,D}, V f
D,h := {ψ f ∈ V f

h : ψ f = v f ,D on � f ,D},

V̂
s
0,D := {ψ̂ s ∈ V̂

s
h : ψ̂ s = 0 on �̂s,D}, V̂

s
D,h := {ψ̂ s ∈ V̂

s
h : ψ̂ s = ûs,D on �̂s,D},

Q̂ s
h := {q̂s ∈ Q̂ s : q̂s

∣∣
K ∈ P1(K ),∀K ∈ T̂s,h}, V̂

m
0,h := {ξ̂ ∈ V̂

m
h : ξ̂ = 0 on �̂ f },

Ŵ S
h := {ŵ ∈ Ŵ S : ŵ

∣∣
K ∈ P1(K ),∀K ∈ T̂s,h}, Ŵ S

0,h := {ŵ ∈ Ŵ S
h : ŵ = 0 on �̂s,D},

Ŵ S
D,h := {ŵ ∈ Ŵ S

h : ŵ = Ŝ D on �̂s,D}.

(24)

Here, we employ the equal-order mixed finite element, P1/P1 element, with the pressure stabilization scheme [57–60]

to approximate the saddle-point problem arising from the FSI equation (20) in the finite element spaces 
(

V f
h × V̂

s
h

)
×(

Q f
h × Q̂ s

h

)
⊂

(
V f × V̂

s
)

×
(

Q f × Q̂ s
)

, as shown below in (25).

4.2. Multiscale and monolithic ALE mixed finite element schemes

In this section, we first introduce the semi-discrete mixed finite element approximation to (20)-(22) in the ALE frame, 
based on which we are then able to define the fully discrete ALE-mixed finite element scheme that can be implemented in 
numerical algorithms developed in Section 4.3.

Based on the ALE weak form (20)-(22), the semi-discrete ALE-mixed finite element scheme of the presented FSI problem 
can be defined as follows: find 

(
v f ,h, p f ,h, ûs,h, p̂s,h, Ŝh, ûm,h

)
∈ V f

D,h × Q f
h × V̂

s
D,h × Q̂ s

h × Ŵ S
D,h × V̂

m
D,h such that

(ρ̂s∂tt ûs,h, ψ̂ s)�̂s
+ (P (ûs,h, p̂s,h),∇ψ̂ s)�̂s

+ ( Jh(ûs,h) − 1, q̂s)�̂s

+(ρ f ∂
Ah
t v f ,h,ψ f )�t

f
+ (

(v f ,h − vm,h) · ∇v f ,h,ψ f

)
�t

f
+ (σ f (v f ,h, p f ,h),∇ψ f )�t

f

+(∇ · v f ,h,q f )�t
f
+ α1

h2

μ f
(∇p f ,h,∇q f )�t

f
+ α2h2(∇ p̂s,h,∇q̂s)�̂s

+
∑

K∈T t

δSU P G(h)

‖v f ,h − vm,h‖0,K

(
R(v f ,h, vm,h), (v f ,h − vm,h) · ∇ψ f

)
K

= ( f̂ s, ψ̂ s)�̂s
+ ( f f ,ψ f )�t

f
, (25)
f ,h

7
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( Jh(ûs,h)∂t Ŝh, ŵ)
�̂s

+
(
∇ ·

(
( Jh F −1

h )(ûs,h)∂t ûs,h

)
Ŝh, ŵ

)
�̂s

+
(

D S( Jh F −1
h F −T

h )(ûs,h)∇ Ŝh,∇ ŵ
)

�̂s

= −(dS Jh(ûs,h) Ŝh, ŵ)
�̂s

, (26)

(∇ ûm,h,∇ ξ̂ )
�̂ f

= 0, ∀
(
ψ f ,q f , ψ̂ s, q̂s, ŵ, ξ̂

)
∈ V f

0,h × Q f × V̂
s
0,h × Q̂ s × Ŵ S

0,h × V̂
m
0,h, (27)

where two pressure stabilization terms, α1
h2

μ f
(∇p f ,h, ∇q f )� f and α2h2(∇ p̂s,h, ∇q̂s)�̂s

are added to (25) to stabilize the 

equal-order mixed P1/P1 element in 
(

V f
h × V̂

s
h

)
×

(
Q f

h × Q̂ s
h

)
[57,60], here α1 and α2 are two parameters to be tuned in 

practice. Furthermore, another stabilization term arising from the streamline–upwind/Petrov–Galerkin (SUPG) scheme [61]
is introduced to the last term on the left hand side of (25) in order to avoid any numerical instability that might be induced 
by the dominant convection effect due to a possibly large Reynolds number from the fluid part, where R(v f ,h, vm,h) =
ρ f ∂

Ah
t v f ,h + (v f ,h − vm,h) · ∇v f ,h , vm,h = ∂t ûm,h ◦ A−1

h , and, δSU P G(h) is an appropriately chosen local parameter depending 
on the mesh size h, the Reynolds number and the velocity v f ,h in each fluid mesh cell K .

Remark 4.1. Note that in (25) we add the pressure stabilization term, α2h2(∇ p̂s,h, ∇q̂s)�̂s
, to the structural mass equation, 

i.e., the incompressibility constraint of the structure, J = 1, in its finite element discretization form. In fact, if differentiating 
both sides of J = 1 with respect to time, we can obtain ∇ · v s = 0 by using the identity d J

dt = J∇ · v s , and vice versa 
[56]. We know ∇ · v s = 0 is the incompressibility constraint of the structure in Eulerian description, or, in nearly Lagrangian 
description as well under the infinitesimal strain assumption in which x ≈ x̂, �t

s ≈ �̂s, ∇x ≈ ∇x̂ . Thus, two incompressibility 
constraints, J = 1 and ∇ · v s = 0, are equivalent under the infinitesimal strain assumption, and due to that, ∇ · v s = 0 can 
also be adopted as the mass equation of the incompressible hyperelastic structure in nearly Lagrangian description. As a 
consequence, the above pressure stabilization term can be naturally added when the equal-order mixed FEM is applied to 
discretize both the momentum and the mass equations involving the divergence-free form of structural velocity, and, such 
a stabilization scheme based upon ∇ · v s = 0 is validated stable, robust, and accurate in numerical tests as demonstrated in 
[62]. Similarly, our stabilized mixed FEM for the incompressible structure shown in (25) with the incompressibility constraint 
J = 1 in purely Lagrangian description (without any assumption) also elucidates an equally good numerical performance (as 
shown in Section 5). Though, both approaches given in [62] and the above ALE-FEM (25) have no theoretical proofs to 
support yet, which will deserve an in-depth analysis in the future.

To define the fully discrete ALE mixed finite element approximation to (20)-(22), we first introduce a uniform partition 
0 = t0 < t1 < · · · < tM = T with the time-step size 	t = T /M , set tn = n	t , ϕn = ϕ(xn, tn), and Am,n = An

h ◦ (Am
h )−1 for 

m, n = 1, · · · , M and m �= n. Then, we choose the second order backward differentiation formula (BDF2) to approximate 
temporal derivatives ∂t Ŝh in (26) and ∂t ûm,h in (25) as follows

(
∂t Ŝh

)n ≈ d	
t Ŝn

h = 3 Ŝn
h − 4 Ŝn−1

h + Ŝn−2
h

2	t
,

(
∂t ûm,h

) j ≈ dδ
t û j

m,h = 3û j
m,h − 4û j−1

m,h + û j−2
m,h

2δt
, (28)

where the variable time step size δt � 	t . In fact, since the blood fluid-arterial wall interaction process bears a fast time 
scale in contrast to the slow time scale that the biological process of SMCs density decay endures, we thus assign a macro 
time step size, 	t , to the temporal difference scheme of the SMCs equation, and a micro time step size, δt , to the temporal 
difference scheme of fluid, structure and ALE mapping equations, as shown in (28), (29) and (30).

Further, the BDF2 in the ALE frame can be defined below to approximate the discrete ALE time derivative ∂ Ah
t v f ,h in 

(25) with the micro time step size δt:

(
∂

Ah
t v f ,h

) j ≈ dAh
t v j

f ,h = 3v j
f ,h(x) − 4v j−1

f ,h ◦ A j, j−1 + v j−2
f ,h ◦ A j, j−2

2δt
. (29)

In addition, we apply the Newmark scheme to the temporal discretization of the hyperelastic structure equation which 
presents the temporal feature of a wave equation, that is, we employ

dN
tt û j

s,h =
2
(

dN
t û j

s,h − dN
t û j−1

s,h

)
δt

− dN
tt û j−1

s,h ,

dN
t û j

s,h = 2(û j
s − û j−1

s )

δt
− dN

t û j−1
s,h ,

(30)

to approximate ∂tt ûs,h and ∂t ûs,h , respectively, in (25). Such defined Newmark scheme (30) is unconditionally stable and 
owns the second order accuracy with respect to the time step size [63].

Hence, we define the following fully discrete multiscale ALE mixed finite element approximation to (20)-(22): find 
(vn , pn , ûn

s,h, p̂n , ̂Sn, ûn
m,h) ∈ V f ,n × Q f ,n × V̂

s
D,h × Q̂ s × Ŵ S × V̂

m
D,h such that for n = 1, 2, · · · , M
f ,h f ,h s,h h D,h h h D,h

8
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(ρ̂sdN
tt ûn

s,h, ψ̂ s)�̂s
+ (P (ûn

s,h, p̂s,h),∇ψ̂ s)�̂s
+ ( Jn

h(ûn
s,h) − 1, q̂s)�̂s

+(ρ f dAh
t vn

f ,h,ψ f )�n
f
+

(
(vn

f ,h − vn
m,h) · ∇vn

f ,h,ψ f

)
�n

f

+ (σ f (vn
f ,h, pn

f ,h),∇ψ f )�n
f

+(∇ · vn
f ,h,q f )�n

f
+ α1

h2

μ f
(∇pn

f ,h,∇q f )�n
f
+ α2h2(∇ p̂n

s,h,∇q̂s)�̂s

+
∑

K∈T n
f ,h

δSU P G(h)

‖vn
f ,h − vn

m,h‖0,K

(
R(vn

f ,h, vn
m,h), (vn

f ,h − vn
m,h) · ∇ψ f

)
K

= ( f̂
n
s , ψ̂ s)�̂s

+ ( f n
f ,ψ f )�n

f
, (31)

( Jn
h(ûn

s,h)d
	
t Ŝn

h, ŵ)
�̂s

+
(
∇ ·

(
( Jn

h(F n
h)

−1)(ûn
s,h)d

N
t ûn

s,h

)
Ŝn

h, ŵ
)

�̂s
+

(
D S

(
Jn

h(F n
h)

−1(F n
h)

−T
)

(ûn
s,h)∇ Ŝn

h,∇ ŵ
)

�̂s

= −(dS Jn
h(ûn

s,h) Ŝn
h, ŵ)

�̂s
, (32)

(∇ ûn
m,h,∇ ξ̂ )

�̂ f
= 0, ∀

(
ψ f ,q f , ψ̂ s, q̂s, ŵ, ξ̂

)
∈ V f ,n

0,h × Q f ,n × V̂
s
0,h × Q̂ s × Ŵ S

0,h × V̂
m
0,h, (33)

where vn
m,h = dδ

t ûn
m,h ◦ (An

h)−1.
According to an analogous mixed finite element analysis of the ALE-FEM for the standard FSI problem that comprises 

a saddle-point system to account for the pair of fluid/structure velocities and the fluid pressure [64], and in light of the 
pressure-stabilized scheme with P1/P1 mixed element, one shall have a stable and convergent mixed finite element ap-

proximation (25) in 
(

V f
h × V̂

s
h

)
×

(
Q f

h × Q̂ s
h

)
[57,59,60]. As for two varied time step sizes, i.e., the macro one 	t and the 

micro one δt , we will describe how to choose them and how to carry out two different (macro and micro) time marching 
processes for (31)-(33) by means of some specific multiscale methods illustrated in Section 4.3.

4.3. Multiscale methods and algorithm descriptions

In the presented FSI problem with AAA progression, the blood fluid-hyperelastic arterial wall interaction process and 
the biological process have different time scales, that is, the dynamics of FSI changes in the unit of second while the 
SMCs apoptosis evolves in the unit of day or year, largely comprising a multiscale problem in time. In order to handle 
such a multiscale challenge in a more efficient as well as a relatively accurate fashion, we need to adopt some temporal 
multiscale methods to determine variable time steps for the full discretization (31)-(33). Two types of multiscale methods, 
the heterogeneous multiscale method (HMM) [39] and the seamless multiscale method (SMM) [40], are chosen to cooperate 
with the developed fully discrete mixed ALE-FEM (31)-(33), then to tackle the presented multiscale FSI problem with AAA 
growth by a variable time-stepping finite element approximation in the ALE frame. Both HMM’s and SMM’s characteristics 
and implementation algorithms are described and discussed below.

4.3.1. The heterogeneous multiscale method (HMM)
We employ the HMM by using the same clock for both the FSI process and the biological process under a basic assump-

tion for the HMM, that is, the microscopic process, i.e., the blood fluid-arterial wall interaction process, is in equilibrium 
with the unchanged local macroscopic state of the system, i.e., the biological process. Based on the fact that each cardiac 
cycle takes about 0.8 s, we assume the FSI simulation of each cardiac cycle has the same results if the elasticity of arterial 
wall and the incoming blood fluid velocity are unchanged, which means FSI solutions in different cardiac cycles present the 
same profile. Thus, we implement the HMM in the following way that is also illustrated in Fig. 1:

1. Solve the biological SMCs sub-model by using the macro time step size 	t;
2. Solve the FSI model by using the micro time step size δt in one cardiac cycle 0.8 s for up to 0.8/δt steps of the micro 

time march;
3. Take an average of solutions over the micro time marching steps of 0.8/δt obtained in Step 2, then propagate to the 

next macro time step.

For example, we take 	t = 1 day for the biological process, and δt = 0.01 s for the FSI process. With 0.8 s as one cardiac 
cycle time period, we assume the simulation of each cardiac cycle delivers the same results if the elasticity of the arterial 
wall and the incoming blood fluid are unchanged. Thus, given the hyperelastic coefficients (β1, β2) computed by the density 
of SMCs at the previous macro time step, we can simulate the FSI model within the time period 0.8 s using δt = 0.01 s for 
80 time steps, then take an average of 80 solutions, with which we solve the biological SMCs equation using 	t = 1 day. 
Here, we first run “80 micro time steps” for the FSI model and then run only “1 macro time step” for the biological SMCs 
9
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Fig. 1. Illustrations of the HMM vs the SMM.

equation, these two processes are repeated sequentially till the terminal time T is reached. We describe the implementation 
algorithm of the HMM in Algorithm 1 below.

Algorithm 1: The HMM/ALE-FEM for the presented FSI and SMCs models.

Sequentially do the following two steps A1 and B1 on the macro time marching for m = 1, 2, 3, · · · , M = [ T
	t ] with the macro time step 	t .

A1. The FSI step
Use the solution of the SMCs equation at the (m − 1)-th macro time step, Ŝm−1, to calculate the elastic parameter β1, β2. Then do the following 
micro time marching for n = 1, 2, ..., N = [ 0.8

δt ] with the micro time step δt by conducting the following two-level nonlinear iterations:

• The outer fixed-point iteration with the inner Newton’s iteration (with the initial guess v̂∗
s,h = v̂n−1

s,h ):

1. Update the fluid mesh: Given ûn−1
s,h and v̂∗

s,h , predict the displacement of the interface by û∗
s,h = ûn−1

s,h + 	t · v̂∗
s,h . Then find ûn

m,h ∈ V̂
m
D,h with 

ûn
m,h |

�̂I
= û∗

s,h |
�̂I

such that

(∇ ûn
m,h,∇ ξ̂m,h)

�̂ f ,h
= 0, ∀ξ̂m,h ∈ V̂

m
0,h .

Next, update the fluid mesh by letting T n
f ,h := {xm ∈Rd : xm = x̂ + ûn

m,h, ∀x̂ ∈ T̂ f ,h} and calculate the velocity of the fluid mesh by 
vn

m,h = dδ
t ûn

m,h ◦ (An
h)−1.

2. Given vn−1
f ,h , vn−2

f ,h , v̂n−1
s,h , ûn−1

s,h , vn
m,h and the updated mesh T n

f ,h ∪ T̂s,h , solve the following FSI system for 
(vn

f ,h, pn
f ,h, ̂un

s,h, ̂pn
s,h) ∈ V f ,n

D,h × Q f ,n
h × V̂

s
D,h × Q̂ s

h such that

(ρ̂sdN
tt ûn

s,h, ψ̂ s)�̂s
+ (P (ûn

s,h, p̂s,h),∇ψ̂ s)�̂s
+ ( Jn

h(ûn
s,h) − 1, q̂s)�̂s

+(ρ f dAh
t vn

f ,h,ψ f )�n
f
+

(
(vn

f ,h − vn
m,h) · ∇vn

f ,h,ψ f

)
�n

f

+ (σ f (vn
f ,h, pn

f ,h),∇ψ f )�n
f

+(∇ · vn
f ,h,q f )�n

f
+ α1

h2

μ f
(∇pn

f ,h,∇q f )�n
f
+ α2h2(∇ p̂n

s,h,∇q̂s)�̂s

+
∑

K∈T n
f ,h

δSU P G (h)

‖vn
f ,h − vn

m,h‖0,K

(
R(vn

f ,h, vn
m,h), (vn

f ,h − vn
m,h) · ∇ψ f

)
K

= ( f̂
n
s , ψ̂ s)�̂s

+ ( f n
f ,ψ f )�n

f
,

∀
(
ψ f ,q f , ψ̂ s, q̂s

)
∈ V f ,n

0,h × Q f ,n × V̂
s
0,h × Q̂ s,

by means of the Newton’s nonlinear iteration until the convergence. Then compute v̂n
s,h = dN

t ûn
s,h .

• Check the stopping criterion: ‖v̂∗
s,h − v̂n

s,h‖0,�̂s
≤ tolerance. If true, then check n + 1 > N: if yes, then move to the macro time step shown in 

B1: The SMCs step; if not, then move to the next micro time step n + 1. Otherwise, let v̂∗
s,h = (v̂n−1

s,h + v̂n
s,h)/2 and go back to repeat the above 

nonlinear iteration steps 1 and 2.
B1. The SMCs step

Let ûm
s,h = 1

N

N∑
n=1

ûn
s,h and v̂m

s,h = 1
N

N∑
n=1

v̂n
s,h . Given Ŝm−1

h and Ŝm−2
h , find Ŝm

h ∈ Ŵ S
D,h such that

⎧⎨
⎩

( Jm
h (ûm

s,h)d	
t Ŝm

h , ŵ)
�̂s

+
(
∇ · (( Jm

h (F m
h )−1)(ûm

s,h)v̂m
s,h

)
Ŝm

h , ŵ
)

�̂s
+

(
D S

(
Jm

h (F m
h )−1(F m

h )−T
)

(ûm
s,h)∇ Ŝm

h ,∇ ŵ
)

�̂s

= −(dS Jm
h (ûm

s,h) Ŝm
h , ŵ)

�̂s
, ∀ŵ ∈ Ŵ S

0,h,

where F m
h = I + ∇̂ ûm

s,h and Jm
h = det(F m

h ).
10
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Note that in the SMCs step of Algorithm 1, we take an average of the velocity and the displacement of the arterial wall 
over N micro time marching steps. This is just one choice, another choice is that ûm

s,h and v̂m
s,h are randomly chosen from 

the Gaussian distributions computed based on N sample points {ûn
s,h}1≤n≤N and {v̂n

s,h}1≤n≤N , respectively, which is called 
the HMM with random variables.

4.3.2. The Seamless multiscale method (SMM)
The SMM uses different clocks for both the FSI process and the biological process under an assumption that the mi-

croscopic process can quickly reach its (quasi) “steady-state” status, i.e., a stable and identical solution profile, within each 
cardiac cycle in contrast to the much slower macroscopic process. Precisely, for our presented FSI model involving the 
aneurysm growth, the FSI process in which the hyperelastic structure equation is constrained by the SMCs density at every 
macro time step with the macro time step size 	t , can be relaxed to a (quasi) steady-state in a microscopic time scale 
with the micro time step size δt , say, after k micro time steps, where kδt � 	t and involves multiple cardiac cycles, exactly. 
Then, we assign 	τ = 	t/k as the new macro time step size. With this new and smaller macro time step size 	τ and 
the original micro time step size δt , we only need to conduct one step micro time marching within one step macro time 
marching. The basic procedure of the SMM is given below that is also illustrated in Fig. 1:

1. Solve the biological SMCs sub-model with the new macro time step size 	τ for one step, simultaneously, solve the FSI 
model with the micro time step size δt for one step.

2. Exchange data between the micro and the macro process after each macro and micro time step.

For example, given the hyperelastic coefficients computed by the density of SMCs at the previous macro time step, we 
can simulate the FSI model with δt = 0.01 s. Then by using the obtained numerical solutions of the FSI model, we solve 
the biological SMCs equation with 	τ = 0.0125 day. When the FSI model is simulated for 80 steps in one cardiac period 

Algorithm 2: The SMM/ALE-FEM of the presented FSI and SMCs models.

Sequentially do the following two steps A2 and B2 on the macro time marching for m = 1, 2, 3, · · · , [ T
	τ ] with the macro time step 	τ .

A2. The FSI step
Use the solution of SMCs equation at the (m − 1)-th macro time step, Ŝm−1, to calculate the elastic parameter β1, β2. Then conduct the following 
two-level nonlinear iterations with the micro time step δt:
• The outer fixed-point iteration with the inner Newton’s iteration (with the initial guess v̂∗

s,h = v̂m−1
s,h ):

1. Update the fluid mesh: Given ûm−1
s,h and v̂∗

s,h , predict the displacement of the interface by û∗
s,h = ûm−1

s,h + δt · v̂∗
s,h . Then find ûm

m,h ∈ V̂
m
D,h with 

ûm
m,h |

�̂I
= û∗

s,h |
�̂I

such that

(∇ ûm
m,h,∇ ξ̂m,h)

�̂ f ,h
= 0, ∀ξ̂m,h ∈ V̂

m
0,h .

Next, update the fluid mesh by T m
f ,h := {xm ∈Rd : xm = x̂ + ûm

m,h, ∀x̂ ∈ T̂ f ,h} and calculate the velocity of the fluid mesh 
by vm

m,h = dδ
t ûm

m,h ◦ (Am
h )−1.

2. Given vm−1
f ,h , vm−2

f ,h , v̂m−1
s,h , ûm−1

s,h , vm
m,h and the updated mesh T m

f ,h ∪ T̂s,h , solve the following FSI system for 
(vm

f ,h, pm
f ,h, ̂um

s,h, ̂pm
s,h) ∈ V f ,m

D,h × Q f ,m
h × V̂

s
D,h × Q̂ s

h such that

(ρ̂sdN
tt ûm

s,h, ψ̂ s)�̂s
+ (P (ûm

s,h, p̂s,h),∇ψ̂ s)�̂s
+ ( Jm

h (ûm
s,h) − 1, q̂s)�̂s

+(ρ f dAh
t vm

f ,h,ψ f )�m
f

+
(
(vm

f ,h − vm
m,h) · ∇vm

f ,h,ψ f

)
�m

f

+ (σ f (vm
f ,h, pm

f ,h),∇ψ f )�m
f

+(∇ · vm
f ,h,q f )�m

f
+ α1

h2

μ f
(∇pm

f ,h,∇q f )�m
f

+ α2h2(∇ p̂m
s,h,∇q̂s)�̂s

+
∑

K∈T m
f ,h

δSU P G (h)

‖vm
f ,h − vm

m,h‖0,K

(
R(vm

f ,h, vm
m,h), (vm

f ,h − vm
m,h) · ∇ψ f

)
K

= ( f̂
m
s , ψ̂ s)�̂s

+ ( f m
f ,ψ f )�m

f
,

∀
(
ψ f ,q f , ψ̂ s, q̂s

)
∈ V f ,m

0,h × Q f ,m × V̂
s
0,h × Q̂ s,

by means of the Newton’s nonlinear iteration until the convergence. Then compute v̂m
s,h = dN

t ûm
s,h .

• Check the stopping criterion: ‖v̂∗
s,h − v̂m

s,h‖0,�̂s
≤ tolerance. If true, then move to the macro time step shown in B2: The SMCs step. Otherwise, let 

v̂∗
s,h = (v̂m−1

s,h + v̂m
s,h)/2 and go back to repeat the above nonlinear iteration steps 1 and 2.

B2. The SMCs step
Given ûm

s,h and v̂m
s,h from the m-th FSI step, Ŝm−1

h and Ŝm−2
h , find Ŝm

h ∈ Ŵ S
D,h such that

⎧⎨
⎩

( Jm
h (ûm

s,h)d	
τ Ŝm

h , ŵ)
�̂s

+
(
∇ · (( Jm

h (F m
h )−1)(ûm

s,h)v̂m
s,h

)
Ŝm

h , ŵ
)

�̂s
+

(
D S

(
Jm

h (F m
h )−1(F m

h )−T
)

(ûm
s,h)∇ Ŝm

h ,∇ ŵ
)

�̂s

= −(dS Jm(ûm
s,h) Ŝm

h , ŵ)
�̂s

, ∀ŵ ∈ Ŵ S
0,h,

where F m
h = I + ∇̂ ûm

s,h and Jm
h = det(F m

h ).
11
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0.8 s, the biological SMCs equation is also solved for 80 times, i.e., 80 × 0.0125 = 1 day. Thus, within one day we sim-
ulate 80 steps for both the FSI model and the biological SMCs equation. Here, we sequentially run “1 micro time step” 
for the FSI model and then run “1 macro time step” for the biological SMCs equation, these two processes are repeated 
sequentially till the terminal time T is reached. We describe the implementation algorithm of the SMM in Algorithm 2 as 
follows.

Remark 4.2. The SMM exchanges data at every micro time step so that the elasticity of arterial wall changes at every micro 
time step. Thus it is necessary to make sure the macro time step size 	τ is relatively small, because a big 	τ will induce a 
large change of the elasticity of arterial wall, which might make the microscopic FSI process unstable, to a large extent. On 
the contrary, the HMM is more stable since the arterial wall only changes its elasticity property at every macro step, and 
the HMM restarts the FSI process once the change happens.

4.4. Computations of the arterial wall thickness and the aneurysm radius

Considering that the entire arterial wall is incompressible and thus its volume is unchanged, we just need to check the 
thickness change of the arterial wall in order to investigate the status of AAA growth. In fact, if the thickness of the arterial 
wall decreases with time, then the surface area of the arterial wall shall simultaneously increase for preserving the volume 
of the arterial wall. Because a growing AAA keeps expanding the blood vessel lumen and thus increasing the surface area of 
the arterial wall with the near-end and the far-end of the arterial wall fixed, we are then able to validate the desired status 
of AAA growth by checking the thickness decrease of the arterial wall. However, it is challenging to accurately compute the 
thickness of the arterial wall that bears a curved and irregular surface, which is even more difficult in the three-dimensional 
case.

In the following, we propose an efficient algorithm to compute the thickness of the arterial wall in any shape and any 
dimension by solving the so-called Eikonal equation [65,66] that is defined in the entire domain � = �t

f ∪ �t
s as follows

|∇d(x)| = 1

f (x)
, x ∈ �,

d(x) =0, x ∈ ∂�.

(34)

The solution d(x) is the shortest time needed to travel from the boundary ∂� to x with the speed f (x). If we take f (x) = 1, 
then the solution d(x) is the distance of the point x to the boundary ∂�. Thus, for any point x on the interface �t

I , d(x)

represents the thickness of the arterial wall at the point x. In addition, the maximum value of such defined d(x) over the 
entire � can also deliver the outer radius of the aneurysm since it represents the largest distance from the central point of 
the aneurysm cavity to the boundary ∂�.

In order to employ the finite element method to solve (34) in a numerically stable fashion, we add a smoothing term to 
(34) with f = 1, and obtain the associated “viscous” Eikonal equation given by

|∇d| =1 + αd	d, x ∈ �,

d(x) =0, x ∈ ∂�,
(35)

where αd is a fine tuned parameter. It can be shown that the artificial viscous term αd	d acts to smooth out sharp corners 
in the solution and guarantees that the solution stays smooth in the entire domain � [67,65]. As αd goes to zero, the 
solution of (35) converges to the solution of (34). Therefore, we can define the finite element approximation to (35) instead, 
in the finite element space Dh := {dh ∈ H1(�) : dh

∣∣
K ∈ P1(K ), ∀K ∈ T t

f ,h ∪ T t
s,h, dh = 0 on ∂�}, as follows: find dh ∈ Dh such 

that

(|∇dh|, vh)� + αd(∇dh,∇vh)� = (1, vh)�, ∀vh ∈ Dh, (36)

where we take αd = h/25 in our computation in Section 5, here h is the mesh size. And again, we employ the Newton’s 
linearization scheme to iteratively solve the nonlinear equation (36), for which we propose a good initial guess, d∗

h , by 
solving the following elliptic equation: find d∗

h ∈ Dh such that

(∇d∗
h,∇vh)� = (1, vh)�, ∀vh ∈ Dh. (37)

Such a choice of the initial guess can make the Newton’s iteration process for solving (36) stable, robust and accurate, which 
is confirmed feasible and efficient in our numerical simulations shown in Section 5.

Remark 4.3. Although that one of the purposes of introducing the Eikonal equation (34) is to find out the exact thickness 
of the arterial wall at each location of the interface �t

I (the inner surface of the arterial wall), we define (34) in the entire 
domain � = �t ∪ �t

s instead of in the arterial wall, �t
s , only. That is because the boundary condition of (34) can be easily 
f
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Table 1
Physical coefficients and computational parameters for Cases 3D (2D).

Parameter Description Value in 3D (2D)

ρs Structure density 1.15 × 103 kg/m3

ρ f Fluid density 1.060 × 103 kg/m3

μ f Fluid dynamic viscosity 3.7 × 10−3 Pa×s
D S Diffusion coefficient of SMCs 8.64 × 10−11 m2/day [68,69]
dS Death rate of SMC 0.00258/day [68,70,69] (0.0086/day)
S0 SMCs density at health 6 × 103 g/m3 [69]
β10, β20 Elasticity constant of healthy arterial walls β10 = 17.3 × 104, β20 = 188.1 × 104 (N/m2)
# cells Number of mesh elements 15938 (1926)
# DOFs Number of degree of freedoms 19626 (5420)
δt FSI (micro) time step size 0.01 s
tend The cardiac cycle time 0.8 s
	t Biological (macro) time step size 1 day (HMM)
	τ Biological (macro) time step size 0.0125 day (SMM)
Tend Total simulation time 1825 days (365 days).

Fig. 2. The computational domain of the 2D numerical example.

imposed as a homogeneous Dirichlet boundary condition, d(x) = 0, on the outer boundary ∂� only. Otherwise, if �t
s is 

taken as the domain of (34) instead, then we have to define its boundary condition not only on the outer boundary ∂� but 
also on the inner boundary of the arterial wall, �t

I . However, we do not know what the boundary value of d(x) is on �t
I

since it is exactly the thickness of the arterial wall that we solve the Eikonal equation for. Therefore, the Eikonal equation 
(34) or (35) is defined in the entire domain �.

5. Numerical simulations

In this section, we apply the developed two types of multiscale ALE finite element methods to solve the proposed 
multiscale hemodynamic FSI problem involving the aneurysm progression. More specifically, we first test two multiscale 
ALE-FEMs in the two-dimensional case to illustrate some basic ideas about the multiscale FSI simulation with the aneurysm 
growth. Then, we particularly apply the heterogeneous multiscale ALE-FEM to a three-dimensional example based on a 
patient CT scan data, and finally compute the thickness of the arterial wall to validate AAA progression. All parameters used 
in the following numerical simulations are listed in Table 1, where for the parameter that owns different values in cases of 
2D and 3D, we show its value in 2D within the parentheses “( )”.

5.1. The test of 2D case

We introduce a two-dimensional unsymmetrical domain as showed in Fig. 2. The Dirichlet-type incoming blood flow 
condition on the inlet � f ,in for the velocity is prescribed as: v f |� = (vin, 0)T , where vin is defined by the following 
f ,in

13
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Fig. 3. Profile of the coefficient, ṽ in(t), of the horizontal component of the inflow velocity.

function to mimic the incoming blood fluid velocity profile within one cardiac cycle (0.8 s):

vin(x, t) = ṽ in(t)(r
2 − ‖x − x0‖2)/r2, where ṽ in(t) =

⎧⎪⎪⎨
⎪⎪⎩

0.5

(
sin

(
2π

0.4
t − π

2

)
+ 1

)
, t ∈ [0,0.4],

0.01

(
sin

(
2π

0.4
(t − 0.4) − π

2

)
+ 1

)
, t ∈ [0.4,0.8],

where x0 is the center of the inlet boundary and r is the inlet radius. The profile of ṽ in(t) is shown in Fig. 3. Thus, we 
define a parabolic inflow on the inlet with a fixed coefficient ṽ in at each time point t , whose parabolic shape behaves along 
with the cardiac cycle. Thus the boundary conditions are describes as{

v f = v f |� f ,in on � f ,in, ûs = 0 on �̂s,in ∪ �̂s,out,

σ f n f = 0 on � f ,out, P sns = 0 on �̂s,N .
(38)

For the implementation of the HMM/ALE-FEM, we adopt the same time step size δt = 0.01 s for the FSI simulation 
and 	t = 1 day for solving the biological SMCs model, then simulate for 1 year (365 days) so that 365 cardiac cycles are 
simulated. As for the SMM/ALE-FEM, its time marching process comprises both the FSI and the biological SMCs simulations 
which run simultaneously, i.e., we run one step of the FSI simulation with δt = 0.01 s while we run one step of the biological 
SMCs simulation with 	τ = 0.0125 day, i.e., we simulate one cardiac cycle (0.8 s) in 1 day (= 0.0125 × 80). However, in 
order to compare the SMM/ALE-FEM with the HMM/ALE-FEM, we can also simulate the entire system by the SMM/ALE-FEM 
in 1 year as well which includes 365 cardiac cycles.

For the sake of tracking the growth of AAA as time marches and comparing results from two different multiscale ALE-
FEMs, numerical results of the displacement obtained from both the HMM/ALE-FEM and the SMM/ALE-FEM are shown in 
Figs. 4 and 5, respectively, where the displacement magnitudes are selected when the maximal inflow velocity occurs at 
t = 0.2 s among one cardiac cycle in one day.

For both methods, FSI model is solved in the time interval [0, 0.8] on each day, and as examples, we show the re-
sults at t = 0.2 on the 1st, 50th, 100th, 150th, 200th, 250th, 300th, 350th day, respectively, noting that in these figures 
the displacement field of the structure part shows the movement of the arterial wall while the displacement of the fluid 
part is numerically obtained by un

f ,h = un−1
f ,h + δt · vn

f ,h with the zero initial displacement. In addition, to show the evolu-
tion of the FSI process in one cardiac cycle, we illustrate the magnitude of velocity fields within 0.8 s on the 365th day 
obtained from the HMM/ALE-FEM in Fig. 6 and from the SMM/ALE-FEM in Fig. 7, as another comparison, where we can 
see that the arterial wall thus the blood vessel lumen expands during the period of systole (0.1 s - 0.4 s) and contracts 
during the period of diastole (0.4 s - 0.8 s), corresponding to the prescribed inflow on the inlet behaving as one cardiac 
cycle.

All corresponding figures of results respectively obtained from the HMM/ALE-FEM and the SMM/ALE-FEM show a quite 
analogous evolution process in terms of both the displacement and the velocity. Further, to make a quantitative compar-
ison between these two different multiscale ALE-FEMs, we plot and compare the maximum diameter of the aneurysm 
obtained from the HMM/ALE-FEM with/without random variables and the SMM/ALE-FEM when time marches, as illus-
trated in Fig. 8, where we see that the variation trend of the maximum diameter along with time presents a slow 
growth during the first 250 days or so, then starts to grow fast after a transition period of around Day 250 to Day 
300, and, such a transition phenomenon is independent of the developed numerical methods. In fact, Fig. 8 indicates that 
14
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Fig. 4. Displacement snapshots for every 50 days by the HMM/ALE-FEM with 	t = 1 day and δt = 0.01 s. (For interpretation of the colors in the figure(s), 
the reader is referred to the web version of this article.)

the results from three approaches highly agree with each other in terms of the maximum diameter of the aneurysm. 
Such coincidence can be explained that the change of elastic parameters in one day is very small in the SMM/ALE-FEM 
while they keep unchanged in the HMM/ALE-FEM, resulting in a quite similar FSI simulation process for both meth-
ods.

Therefore, we only apply the HMM/ALE-FEM to the next 3D example in Section 5.3 for the following reasons:

• It is more reasonable to assume that the elastic parameters are unchanged in one cardiac cycle (0.8 s);
• Two methods generate quite similar results;
• The HMM/ALE-FEM spends less computational cost, relatively.

5.2. Convergence test of the HMM/ALE-FEM

To quantitatively validate numerical results of the developed multiscale and monolithic ALE-FEMs, we investigate the 
convergence property of the HMM/ALE-FEM described in Algorithm 1 as an example. To that end, we conduct the following 
convergence test for the HMM/ALE-FEM in the 2D case shown in Section 5.1 with the grid doubling. As a whole, we denote 
the solution of the presented FSI problem as (w, p f ) =

(
(v f , ∂t ûs), p f

)
, where w = (v f , ∂t ûs) is the velocity variable 

of FSI, and its numerical solutions of the HMM/ALE-FEM as (w H , p f ,H ), (w H/2, p f ,H/2), (w H/4, p f ,H/4), (w H/8, p f ,H/8), 
(w H/16, p f ,H/16) on five adjacent mesh levels with the maximum mesh sizes H , H

2 , H
4 , H

8 , H
16 , respectively, from the coarsest 

level to the finest level, as shown in Table 2 where the concrete value of each mesh size and number of degree of freedoms 
(DOFs) of the velocity and the pressure over each mesh level are also displayed. Additionally, we choose a time step size 
that is much smaller than the smallest mesh size H

16 , e.g., δt = 0.00001, to carry out numerical computations on all mesh 
levels with the least influence from the time step size over the total approximation accuracy.

Obviously, we do not know the real solution of the presented FSI problem, (wreal, p f ,real), for this 2D example. In order 
to show a comparable convergence rate of numerical solutions of the HMM/ALE-FEM for both the velocity and the pressure 
in their energy norms, i.e., the velocity’s approximation error in H1 norm and the pressure’s approximation error in L2

norm, we take numerical solutions of both the velocity and the pressure on the finest mesh level, w H/16 and p f ,H/16, as 
their “real” solutions, numerically, i.e., (wreal, p f ,real) ≈ (w H/16, p f ,H/16).
15
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Fig. 5. Displacement snapshots for every 50 days by the SMM/ALE-FEM with 	t = 0.0125 day and δt = 0.01 s.

Table 2
Mesh sizes and # of DOFs of velocity (wh ) and pressure (p f ,h ) over five 
mesh levels.

Mesh size # of DOFs of wh # of DOFs of p f ,h

H = 8.2122 576 196
H
2 = 4.1086 2168 688
H
4 = 2.0543 8266 2557

H
8 = 1.0271 32258 9841
H
16 = 0.5135 127426 38593

Table 3
Convergence results of the HMM/ALE-FEM for the 2D example.

h H H
2

H
4

H
8

‖wreal − wh‖1 1.9565 1.0114 0.4876 0.23
Order 0.9520 1.0525 1.0842
‖p f ,real − p f ,h‖0 0.4884 0.2496 0.0882 0.0399
Order 0.9686 1.4999 1.1440

After carrying out the HMM/ALE-FEM and P1/P1 element with the pressure stabilization through Algorithm 1 over the 
grid doubling for the 2D example, we obtain the convergence results shown in Table 3 and Fig. 9 for both the velocity 
and the pressure in their energy norms on four coarse mesh levels at t = 0.1. These numerical results clearly illustrate 
that the first order convergence rate is obtained for approximation errors of both the velocity and the pressure in their 
energy norms, i.e., ‖wreal − wh‖1 = O (h) and ‖p f ,real − p f ,h‖0 = O (h). They further validate the existing theoretical re-
sults while the lowest equal-order P1/P1 element with the pressure stabilization technique is utilized to discretize the 
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Fig. 6. Velocity snapshots in one cardiac cycle for every 0.1 s on the 365th day by the HMM/ALE-FEM.

derived saddle-point system in (31)-(33), that is, considering the regularity properties of both the velocity and the pres-
sure in the presented FSI model, i.e., w ∈ H2(�t

f ) × H2(�̂s) and p f ∈ H1(�t
f ) as a smooth interface �t

i ∈ C2 [71,55,32], 
we shall expect the first order optimal convergence rate for both the velocity in H1 norm and the pressure in L2 norm 
[57,59,60]. Therefore, as shown in Table 3 and Fig. 9, the obtained optimal convergence rate for both the velocity and the 
pressure in their energy norms ensure that our developed HMM/ALE-FEM is accurate and reliable for the presented FSI 
model.

5.3. The 3D validation on a patient CT scan data

In this section, we further validate our developed multiscale and monolithic ALE-FEM methods in the 3D case, where 
the computational domain, shown in Fig. 11, takes the local aneurysm part from a reconstruction of the full-body CT scan 
data of a patient, as illustrated in Fig. 10. In order to validate the developed numerical methods on the 3D CT scan data, 
we compare our numerical results with the clinical patient data on AAA growth reported in [72]. All boundary and initial 
conditions are the same with the 2D case studied in Section 5.1 except for the initial condition of the SMCs equation. Note 
that the density of SMCs is correlated to the elasticity of the arterial wall, more specifically, a low density of SMCs yields 
a large deformation while a high density of SMCs remains the shape of the arterial wall. Therefore, to initially form an 
aneurysm on the arterial wall with which we can start our 3D multiscale FSI simulation instantly, we artificially define the 
following initial condition for (9) through the following likelihood of “Gaussian distribution” function, with little information 
about the location where the maximum diameter of the aneurysm actually occurs during its growth,

S = S0

(
1 − ω

γ
√

2π
e
− 1

2

(
z−μ
γ

)2
)

. (39)

This function depends on the z variable along the normal direction of the outlet surface, as shown in Fig. 12, and, μ is 
the mean of the distribution at which the initial value of the density of SMCs, S , reaches its minimum. As a consequence, 
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Fig. 7. Velocity snapshots in one cardiac cycle for every 0.1 s on the 365th day by the SMM/ALE-FEM.

Fig. 8. The growth status of the maximum diameter of AAA over 365 days obtained by HMM/ALE-FEM, HMM/ALE-FEM with random variables and SMM/ALE-
FEM.

the largest deformation of the arterial wall and thus the maximum diameter of the aneurysm may occur at the same place 
where z = μ. Therefore, (39) actually describes an inverse version of the normal Gaussian distribution function for the 
initial value of S , with γ as the standard deviation. In addition, ω is a fine-tuned parameter in (39) that controls the drop 
trend of the initial value of S near the aneurysm. For example, in our 3D numerical experiment below, we take μ = −0.64, 
γ = 0.008 and thus ω = 0.01 to assume that the density of SMCs, S , is initially close to S0 at the mean of the distribution, 
2
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Fig. 9. Convergence trend of the HMM/ALE-FEM for the 2D example.

Fig. 10. Different angle of views of a patient’s CT scan data.

where the aneurysm likely owns its initial maximum diameter obtained from the reconstruction of a patient’s 3D CT scan 
data, and, will be able to capture its largest size around the same place during AAA growth.

We implement the developed HMM/ALE-FEM for the proposed multiscale FSI model, and simulate the growth of the 
aneurysm in 5 years and compute 365 heartbeat cycles in each year. Since the maximum velocity of the blood fluid achieves 
at t = 0.2 s in each cardiac cycle, we take numerical results obtained at t = 0.2 s of the 365th cardiac cycle (on the 365th 
day) in each year to demonstrate the performance of our FSI simulation in 3D case, such as the displacement results of the 
arterial wall in each year. Then we simulate our developed model for this patient to predict the growth of AAA in five years, 
the displacement fields of the arterial wall along the time are shown in Fig. 13. The diameter of the aneurysm grows from 
34 mm to 42.5 mm over five years, which clearly shows that the deformation of the aneurysm tends to be larger and larger 
each year so that it is more significant than other parts of the arterial wall. In other words, the rupture risk has a much 
higher possibility to occur at the aneurysm that bears the largest deformation, as shown by our numerical results which 
coincides with the reality.

Moreover, we also compare the prediction of AAA growth (in terms of the maximum diameter of the aneurysm) with 
the historical data of AAA patients available in [72], as compared in Fig. 14. The historical data of AAA growth are collected 
W. Hao, P. Sun, J. Xu et al. Journal of Computational Physics 433 (2021) 110181
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Fig. 11. A portion of the 3D numerical example’s computational domain.

Fig. 12. The initial density of SMCs based on an inverse Gaussian distribution.

Fig. 13. Displacement snapshots in each year over five years.
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Fig. 14. Comparisons between our numerical results and the experimental data.

among 352 patients followed by a mean of 55.2 ± 37.4 months [72]. The mean growth rate varied from 2.07 ± 3.23 to 
4.72 ± 5.93 mm/year for five years. Our predicted result (2 mm/year) lies in the 95% confidence interval of the clinical data 
reported in [72] and thus is validated by the available clinical data, as illustrated in Fig. 14. In addition, we can also see 
that a transition phenomenon exists in Fig. 14 between Year 3 and Year 4, which occurs after a slow AAA growth period 
prior to Year 3, and before a fast AAA growth period starting at Year 4. A similar transition phenomenon of AAA growth 
status is also observed in the 2D case shown in Fig. 8, which may explain that such a transition phenomenon existing 
in AAA growth process is independent of the dimension as well, besides that it is independent of numerical methods as 
shown in Section 5.1. We believe that such a transition process of AAA growth, which gradually transits from a slow growth 
period to a fast growth period, is essentially determined by the hyperelastic property of the structure model adopted in 
our study, and, the nonlinear stress-strain relationship owned by the hyperelasticity model (e.g., see [41, Figure 5.3]) shall 
play a key role behind this since it governs the deformation of the arterial wall as well as the aneurysm growth all the 
time.

To further evaluate the reliability and feasibility of the developed multiscale ALE-FEM, by means of the presented Eikonal 
equation (34), we compute and predict the thickness of the arterial wall that is highly related to AAA rupture risk. Our 
numerical prediction of the arterial wall’s thickness shall endure a long-term simulation, say, after eight years, we obtain 
the numerical result shown in Fig. 15, where the thickness at the aneurysm is decreased by 35% from 1.15 mm to 0.75 
mm and has a much higher rupture risk than other parts of the arterial wall. Moreover, numerical results suggest that the 
decreasing rate of the arterial wall’s thickness is more related to AAA rupture risk rather than the absolute thickness itself. 
For instance, the arterial wall at Point B is thinner than that at Point C, but the deformation at Point B is much less than 
that at Point C, therefore the rupture risk at Point C is higher, as illustrated in Fig. 15.

6. Conclusion

In this numerical study, we develop two types of multiscale and monolithic ALE-finite element methods (ALE-FEM) for 
the hemodynamic FSI problem that involves the aneurysm progression, and, the designed ALE-finite element approximation 
algorithms of both heterogeneous multiscale method (HMM) and seamless multiscale method (SMM) can predict the long-
term growth of abdominal aortic aneurysms (AAA) very well. In addition to providing all technical aspects of two distinct 
and efficient numerical approaches, we apply both the HMM/ALE-FEM and the SMM/ALE-FEM to a schematic 2D example 
with the aneurysm growth, and obtain coincident results. Numerical validation in terms of a convergence test is also pro-
vided for the developed HMM/ALE-FEM to illustrate that both velocity and pressure’s approximation errors hold optimal 
convergence properties in L2 and H1 norms. Further, we apply the HMM/ALE-FEM to a three-dimensional AAA patient’s CT 
scan imaging data. Our numerical results demonstrate that the prediction lies in a reasonable range based on AAA patients’ 
historical data. Additionally, this numerical approach also provides an estimation of arterial wall thickness which contributes 
to AAA rupture risk as well.
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Fig. 15. Dynamics of the arterial wall thickness at five picked position points over 8 years.
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